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Abstract
Omar, A. 2010. Silicon Diode Dose Response Correction in Small Photon Fields.

Silicon diodes compared to other types of dosimeters have several attractive properties, such as
an excellent spatial resolution, a high sensitivity, and clinically practical to use. These properties
make silicon diodes a preferred dosimeter for relative dosimetry for several types of measurements
in small field dosimetry, e.g., stereotactic treatments and intensity modulated radiotherapy (IMRT).
Silicon diodes are, however, limited by an energy dependent response variation in photon beams,
resulting in that the diode readout per dose to the phantom medium varies with photon spectral
changes, thereby introducing a significant uncertainty in the measured data. The traditional solu-
tion for the energy dependent over-response caused by low-energy photons is to use diodes with a
shielding filter of high atomic number. These shielded diodes, however, show an incorrect readout
for small fields due to electrons scattered from the shielding (Griessbach et al. 2005). In regions
with degraded lateral electron equilibrium (LEE) shielded diodes over-respond due to an increased
degree of LEE, as a consequence of the high density shielding (Lee et al. 2002).

In this work a prototype software that corrects for the energy dependent response of a silicon
diode is developed and validated for small field sizes. The developed software is based on the
novel concept of Monte Carlo (MC) simulated fluence pencil beam kernels to calculate spectra
(Eklund and Ahnesjö 2008), and the spectra based silicon diode response model proposed by
Eklund and Ahnesjö (2009). The software was also extended to include correction of ionization
chambers, for the energy dependent Spencer-Attix water/air stopping power ratio (sw,air). The
calculated sw,air are shown to be in excellent agreement with published values to better than 0.1%
for most values, the maximum deviation being 0.3%.

Measured relative depth doses, relative profiles, and output factors in water, for small square
field sizes, for 6 MV and 15 MV clinical photon beams are presented in this work. The results
show that the unshielded Scanditronix-Wellhöfer EFD3G silicon diode response, corrected by the
developed software, is in excellent agreement with reference ionization chamber measurements
(corrected for change in sw,air), the maximum deviation being 0.4%.

Measurements with two types of shielded diodes, namely Scanditronix-Wellhöfer PFD silicon
diodes (FP1990 and FP2730), are also included in this work. The shielded diodes are shown to
have an over-response as large as 2-3.5% for field sizes smaller than 5 cm x 5 cm. The presented
results also suggest a difference in accuracy as large as 0.5-1% between the two types of shielded
diodes, where the spectral composition at the measurement position dictates which type of diode
is more accurate.

The fast correction of silicon diodes provided by the developed software is more accurate
than shielded diodes for small field sizes, and can in radiotherapeutic clinical practice increase the
dosimetric accuracy of silicon diodes.
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AAPM American association of physicists in medicine

CAX Central axis

CPE Charged particle equilibrium

CSDA Continuous-slowing-down approximation

DNA Deoxyribonucleic acid

EFD Electron field detector

IAEA International atomic energy agency

IC Ionization chamber

ICRU International commission on radiation units and measurements

IMRT Intensity modulated radiotherapy

LEE Lateral electron equilibrium

MC Monte Carlo

MLC Multileaf collimator

PFD Photon field detector

PiP PinPoint (ionization chamber)

SAD Source-to-axis distance

SRD Source-to-reference distance

SSD Source-to-surface distance

T.E. Track-end (see equation (3) on page 17)

TPR Tissue-phantom ratio
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1 Introduction

In Sweden it is estimated that every third person will at some point in life be diagnosed

with cancer. Half of all current cancer patients are at some point treated with radiother-

apy, and of all cured patients 30% have had radiotherapy. The aim of the treatment is to

sterilize the cancer cells by damaging their DNA molecules, while sparing healthy tissue

by reducing its dose as far as possible. In radiotherapy the cells are damaged by energy

deposited from ionizing radiation. The physical quantity used to describe the energy de-

posited per mass is called absorbed dose, with the unit Gy (Joule per kilogram). For a

successful treatment the uncertainty in delivered dose should be minimized, the ICRU

Report 24 (1976) recommends that the overall dose uncertainty should be less than 5%.

There are a number of sources of uncertainties in radiotherapy dosimetry, from the refer-

ence dose calibration, to the uncertainty in positioning of the patient. For all steps in the

treatment planning/delivery, the uncertainty should be minimized as to precisely aim for

doses that can provide cure without severe side reactions.

The most common types of radiotherapy treatments are given with a linear accelera-

tor that generates an electron or photon beam. Silicon diodes are often used for relative

dosimetry for several types of measurements in stereotactic treatments, intensity modu-

lated radiotherapy (IMRT), and in vivo dosimetry, and diodes are also commonly used for

commissioning of linear accelerators. Silicon diodes compared to other types of dosime-

ters have several attractive properties, such as an excellent spatial resolution, a high sen-

sitivity, and clinically practical to use. Silicon diodes are, however, limited by an energy

dependent response in photon beams, resulting in that the diode readout per dose varies

with photon spectral changes, thereby introducing an additional uncertainty in dosime-

try. To correct for the energy dependence, shielded diodes with a filter of high atomic

number to absorb the low-energy photons causing the over-response were introduced for

use in photon beams (Rikner and Grusell 1985, Rikner 1985). These diodes, however,

only reduce the problem, and can hence only be recommended for relative dose mea-

surement where the spectral changes are small. Shielded diodes have also been shown

to over-respond for small field sizes due to electron scattering at the metallic parts of the

shielding (Griessbach et al. 2005). In regions with degrade LEE shielded diodes over-
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respond due to a higher degree of LEE, as a consequence of the high density shielding

(Lee et al. 2002). An alternative “Computer Aided Dosimetry” (Eklund 2010) based on an

accurate silicon diode response model has been proposed by Eklund and Ahnesjö (2009).

The purpose of this work was to create a prototype software that implements the pro-

posed silicon diode response model to correct for the energy dependent response of a sil-

icon diode for arbitrary field settings. The software was developed in a combined project,

partly this work, and partly as a work by Vorbau (2010), for the computing environment

MATLAB. The software is able to import files containing information about irregular field

specifications exported from a treatment plan verification system, and to import files con-

taining information about relative dose measurements with an unshielded silicon diode,

acquired with the RFA 300 (Scanditronix) computerized water phantom. The software is

based on the implementation of the novel concept of fluence pencil beam kernels to calcu-

late the position variant spectra (Eklund and Ahnesjö 2008). The fluence kernels are used

in a superposition calculation algorithm, as to calculate the photon energy fluence spec-

trum and the electron particle fluence spectrum, as required by the spectra based silicon

diode response model.

In order to validate the developed silicon diode correction software and the silicon

diode response model for small field dosimetry, results from measurements performed at

Uppsala Academic Hospital with a linear accelerator are included in this work.
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2 Theory

2.1 Silicon diode radiation detector

Silicon diodes are often used as dose detectors due to their beneficial properties of be-

ing smaller, more sensitive, and with a higher mechanical stability than other dosimeters.

However, diodes also have several drawbacks, such as varying energy dependence in pho-

ton beams, angular dependence, and sensitive to radiation damage. Diodes are most com-

monly used for relative dosimetry measurements in water phantoms, for measurements

in electron beams, and for in vivo dosimetry. The physical properties of silicon diode

detectors have been extensively described in the literature, see, e.g., Knoll (2000), Rikner

and Grusell (1987), and Lutz (1999).

2.1.1 The crystal structure of silicon

Silicon forms a solid semiconducting crystal structure (lattice) with energy bands in which

the energy of any electron must be confined. The two energy bands of interest are the va-

lence band and the higher-lying conduction band, separated by an energy gap of about

1.12 eV, wherein no electron energy states exist, as illustrated in figure 1. Silicon is

tetravalent and thus has four electrons available in its outermost electron shell (valence)

for covalent bonds (i.e., a bonding between atoms where electron pairs are shared) with

other silicon atoms. If one of these covalent bonds are broken due to an electron gaining

enough energy to cross the energy gap, then that electron will be excited into the conduc-

tion band, leaving a vacancy in the valence band, called a hole, representing a positive

charge.

Electron
 Energy

  Conduction Band

   Valence Band

Energy Gap

Figure 1: The conduction energy band and va-

lence energy band in a silicon crystal, separated

by an energy gap.
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2.1.2 Addition of dopants

Doping is normally done by introducing atoms that have either three valence electrons,

i.e., trivalent atoms, or five valence electrons, i.e., pentavalent atoms. These atoms will

occupy positions of normal silicon atoms within the crystal structure, thereby changing

the properties of the crystal.

A trivalent atom (e.g., boron) will introduce a vacancy within the lattice, called an

acceptor site, illustrated in figure 2a. If an electron is captured to fill this hole, it will not

be as firmly attached as a silicon-silicon bond, thereby introducing a new electron energy

state called an acceptor state, located close to the valence band, see figure 2b. Acceptor

states allows valence electrons to be easily thermally excited, leaving holes behind in the

lattice. The increased amount of holes leads to an increased probability of recombination

between conduction electrons and holes, resulting in fewer electrons in the conduction

band. If the majority of the introduced atoms are trivalent, the silicon semiconductor is

called p-Si.

(a) (b)

Si Si

Si

Si Si

Si
Acceptor Site

B

Si
Electron
 Energy

   Valence Band

  Conduction Band

Acceptor State

Figure 2: A trivalent atom impurity in the form of boron is introduced in the silicon crystal structure,

creating an acceptor site in the lattice (a) and an acceptor state in the energy gap (b).

A pentavalent atom (e.g., phosphorus) will introduce an extra valence electron within

the lattice, called a donor electron, illustrated in figure 3a. This electron is loosely bound

to the pentavalent atom, thereby introducing a new electron energy state called a donor

state, located close to the conduction band, see figure 3b. The donor electrons are easily

thermally excited to the conduction band. The increased amount of conduction electrons

leads to an increased probability of recombination between conduction electrons and
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holes, resulting in fewer holes in the valence band. If pentavalent atoms are added to

the crystalline silicon, the semiconductor is called n-Si.

(a) (b)

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

P

Donor Electron

Si

   Valence Band

Donor StateElectron
 Energy

  Conduction Band

Figure 3: A pentavalent atom impurity in the form of phosphorus is introduced in the silicon crystal

structure, creating a donor electron in the lattice (a) and a donor state in the energy gap (b).

2.1.3 Silicon semiconductor p-n junction

When a p-Si crystal is subject to a pentavalent atom impurity, or a n-Si crystal is subject

to a trivalent impurity, a p-n junction is formed where the p-side and n-side meet. As

explained in section 2.1.2 there will be few holes in the valence band and many electrons

in the conduction band on the n-Si side, while the opposite is true on the p-Si side. This

large difference in electron and hole concentration results in diffusion across the formed

p-n junction. Conduction electrons that diffuse from the n-Si side recombine with holes on

the p-Si side, leaving behind immobile positive point charges in the form of ionized donor

impurities on the n-Si side. Similar argument for the holes on the p-Si side leads to the

conclusion that immobile negative point charges in the form of ionized acceptor impurities

are created. These immobile point charges introduce a net negative space charge on the

p-Si side and a net positive space charge on the n-Si side, creating an electric field.

The recombination at the junction leads to the creation of the “depletion region”,

where the holes and electrons are neutralized, this region is now able to maintain the

created electric field, illustrated in figure 4. External voltage may be applied to extend

the depletion region and to make electron-hole pair collection more effective. Diodes are,

however, usually operated with no bias to reduce the leakage current.
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n−Si Side p−Si Side

Electric Field

Depletion Region

High Concentration of Holes

Low Concentration of Electrons

Figure 4: Silicon p-n junction illustrated. At the junction between the p-Si side and n-Si side the holes and

electrons recombine to create the “depletion region”, where an electric field is created due to the immobi-

lized point charges.

2.1.4 The effect of Ionizing radiation on the silicon semiconductor p-n junction

Ionizing radiation generates electron-hole pairs if the absorbed energy is high enough to

excite electrons across the energy gap into the conduction band. The electron-hole pairs

are subject to the electric field in the depletion region, forcing the electrons to the n-side

and the holes to the p-side, according to the geometry illustrated in figure 4. The electrons

and the holes will migrate until they reach an electrode and contribute to the measured

readout or until recombination takes place.

The number of electron-hole pairs produced depends on the required ionization en-

ergy. The average energy required to create a pair in silicon is 3.5 eV, compared to about

35 eV for an ion pair in gas-filled detectors (ionization chamber). Lower ionization energy

results in more information carriers per absorbed dose, i.e., higher signal-to-noise ratio.

2.1.5 Energy dependent response in photon beams

Ideally for absorbed dose in water detection, the response of a silicon diode in a photon

beam should be linearly proportional to the energy deposited in water at the position of the

diode. However, silicon diodes have a response that depends on the local photon energy

fluence spectrum.

Compared to the atomic composition of water the relatively high atomic number of

silicon (Z = 14) affects the probability of photon interactions, thereby altering the amount

of energy deposited in the silicon diode as compared to the amount deposited in water.
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As shown in figure 5, the mass attenuation coefficient for different types of photon inter-

action depends both on the photon energy and the atomic number of the absorber. For the

three most common types of photon interaction in a medium, the cross section depends

on the atomic number as follows: the photoelectric effect is approximately proportional

to Z4 to Z5, the Compton effect is linearly proportional to the electron density, and pair

production is proportional to Z2.
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Figure 5: The photon mass at-

tenuation coefficient for pair pro-

duction (PP), photoelectric absorp-

tion (PA), and Compton scattering

(CS), for a silicon absorber and

a water absorber. Mass attenua-

tion coefficients from Berger et al.

(2005b).

The difference in response of a silicon diode compared to water is primarily because of

the higher sensitivity to low-energy photons, due to the larger photoelectric cross section

(Rikner and Grusell 1985). Since large angle scattered and multiple scattered photons

have less energy, the over-response of diodes is more significant for large field sizes at

large depths. Yin et al. (2004) have reported an over-response of 3% at 1.5 cm depth and

11.5% at 15 cm depth in a 40 cm × 40 cm field for a 6 MV photon beam.

To compensate for the energy dependent response, silicon diodes may be shielded with

a mixture of tungsten powder and epoxy resin, to partially absorb low-energy photons

(Gager et al. 1977, Wright and Gager 1977, Rikner and Grusell 1985). The shielding

is placed inside the diode casing, surrounding the silicon chip while the side facing the

incident beam is kept unshielded, so that mainly scattered low-energy photons entering the

detector at an angle of ~90◦-180◦ are affected (Rikner and Grusell 1985). Newer types of

shielded diodes have the silicon chip placed within a thin solid tungsten cylindrical shell.
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Karlsson et al. (1997) have reported an over-response of 7.5% at 10 cm depth and 2.8%

at 1 cm depth by an unshielded diode, compared to 2.4% and 0.7% respectively by a

shielded diode, in a 40 cm × 40 cm field for a 4 MV photon beam.

Silicon diodes have an excellent energy independence in electron beams, partly due

to a low variation of the water/silicon stopping power ratio and partly due to increased

backscatter of low-energy electrons compensating for the stopping power ratio variation

(Wang and Rogers 2007).

2.1.6 Clinical applications of diode detectors in photon beams

Shielded silicon diodes are used to reduce the magnitude of the inherent energy depen-

dent over-response. However, these diodes still show an energy dependence, that varies

depending on the local photon energy fluence spectrum at the point of measurement, i.e.,

it varies with field size, depth, and lateral position. Shielded diodes are therefore limited

to relative dosimetry, for situations with similar spectra compared to the reference situ-

ation. Shielded diodes also introduce an increased directional dependence compared to

unshielded diodes (Rikner and Grusell 1985).

Silicon diodes have smaller sensitive volumes than air filled ionization chambers,

while maintaining a higher sensitivity. This is possible due to silicon having a density

1800 times that of air, and the required ionization energy being 10 times less (as de-

scribed in section 2.1.4). The small sensitive volume enables construction of small diode

detectors, giving them a high spatial resolution with a small volume averaging effect.

Diodes can hence be effectively used for measurements in regions of high dose gradients,

e.g., the build-up region of depth doses, penumbra of profiles, and in small photon fields

with degraded LEE, e.g., stereotactic and IMRT. There are, however, certain limitations

for use of silicon diodes in small photon fields. Shielded diodes show an incorrect readout

due to electron scattering at the metallic parts of the shielding (Griessbach et al. 2005),

increasing the response due to an increase in electrons scattered to the sensitive volume.

In small fields, when the LEE is degraded, silicon diodes will over-respond. This is due

to to the higher density of silicon compared to water, resulting in a higher degree of LEE

than in water (Westermark et al. 2000). This effect is more significant for shielded diodes

because of the high density shielding material (Lee et al. 2002).
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2.2 Cavity theory

To measure the absorbed dose at an arbitrary position in a medium, one must normally

use a detector that has different effective atomic number and density than that of the

medium. The detector gives a readout that is proportional to the average absorbed dose

in the sensitive volume of the detector (the cavity). The readout has then to be converted

from average absorbed dose in the detector (Ddet) to the absorbed dose in the undisturbed

medium in absence of the detector (Dmed). Cavity theory is normally used to derive such

relations. A summary of cavity theories such as Spencer-Attix (based on Bragg-Gray),

large cavity theory and Burlin cavity theory is the subject of this section.

2.2.1 Spencer-Attix cavity theory

In the Bragg-Gray cavity theory the dose in the cavity is considered to be deposited en-

tirely by charged particles generated in the medium surrounding the cavity, i.e., the elec-

tron particle fluence is assumed to be undisturbed by the presence of the cavity. It is

assumed that all electron-electron collision energy losses are deposited locally, thereby

ignoring the effect of fast secondary electrons (delta-rays). Bragg-Gray cavity conditions

are fulfilled if the cavity is small enough that the average chord length in the cavity is

significantly smaller than the average electron range.

The Spencer-Attix cavity theory (Spencer and Attix 1955) is a modification of the

Bragg-Gray cavity theory that takes into account the effect of fast delta rays. A cut-off

energy ∆ is introduced, defining all electrons (primary and delta-rays) with higher energy

than ∆ as fast electrons, being part of the electron fluence spectrum incident on the cavity.

Electrons with energy lower than ∆ are accounted for by the track-end term (T.E.) intro-

duced by Nahum (1978). All energy losses lower than ∆ are then assumed to be deposited

locally in the cavity, while all energy losses higher than ∆ are assumed to be deposited

outside the cavity. The choice of cut-off energy is usually set according to the energy of

an electron with a range comparable to the size of the cavity.

The dose to the medium at the position of a detector is then assumed to be related to
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the dose to the detector medium by the Spencer-Attix stopping power ratio:

Dmed

Ddet
=

∫ Emax

∆

ΦE

(
L∆(E)

ρ

)
med

dE +
[
Φ∆

(
Scol(∆)

ρ

)
∆

]
med∫ Emax

∆

ΦE

(
L∆(E)

ρ

)
det

dE +
[
Φ∆

(
Scol(∆)

ρ

)
∆

]
det

(1)

where ΦE is the electron particle fluence spectrum (including delta-rays) differentiated

in energy E, and L∆(E)/ρ is the restricted mass collision stopping power for the respec-

tive material excluding energy losses higher than ∆. The bracketed term is the track-end

term for the respective material, where Φ∆ is the electron particle fluence for electrons of

energy ∆ and Scol(∆)/ρ is the unrestricted mass collision stopping power for energy ∆.

2.2.2 Large cavity theory

A cavity in a photon beam is considered large if its extent is much greater than the range of

the electrons generated by the photons crossing the cavity, i.e., large enough for charged

particle equilibrium (CPE) to be established within the cavity (except for a small region

at the boundary of the cavity). If this condition is fulfilled, and the cavity does not signif-

icantly disturb the incident photon energy fluence, then large cavity theory can be applied

to relate the dose to medium to the dose to a detector as

Dmed

Ddet
=

∫ Emax

0
ΨE

(
µen(E)

ρ

)
med

dE

∫ Emax

0
ΨE

(
µen(E)

ρ

)
det

dE

(2)

where ΨE is the photon energy fluence spectrum differentiated in energy E and (µen(E)/ρ)

is the mass energy absorption coefficient for the respective material.

2.2.3 Burlin cavity theory

A general cavity theory for the intermediate case when the cavity is neither large (large

cavity theory) nor small (Spencer-Attix cavity theory) was originally proposed by Burlin

(1966). The Burlin cavity theory is valid for any cavity size in a photon beam, as long

as the photon attenuation in the cavity is negligible. Burlin cavity theory combines small

cavity and large cavity definition of absorbed dose by introducing a weighting parameter

d, approaching unity for a small (Spencer-Attix) cavity and zero for a large cavity. The

parameter d was by Burlin (1966) defined as the attenuation of electrons generated in
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the medium when crossing the cavity. The parameter d represents the fraction of the dose

deposited in the cavity by electrons generated outside the cavity and (1− d) represents

the fraction of the dose deposited in the cavity from photon interactions in the cavity.

According to Burlin cavity theory the dose to medium is related to the dose to a de-

tector as

Dmed

Ddet
=

d

[∫ Emax

∆

ΦE

(
L∆(E)

ρ

)
med

dE + (T.E.)med

]
+(1−d)

∫ Emax

0
ΨE

(
µen(E)

ρ

)
med

dE

d

[∫ Emax

∆

ΦE

(
L∆(E)

ρ

)
det

dE + (T.E.)det

]
+(1−d)

∫ Emax

0
ΨE

(
µen(E)

ρ

)
det

dE

(3)

where

T.E.= Φ∆

(
Scol(∆)

ρ

)
∆ (4)

and

d=
1− e−βL

βL
. (5)

The bracketed term in equation (3) is the absorbed dose according to Spencer-Attix cav-

ity theory with T.E. representing the track-end term as defined in section 2.2.1, for the

respective material. The second term in equation (3) is the absorbed dose according to

large cavity theory, and d is the weighting parameter where β is the effective mass ab-

sorption coefficient for the electron particle fluence spectrum over the average length of

the cavity L.

2.3 Silicon diode response model

Due to the energy dependent response of a silicon diode in photon beams, the diode

response in the reference medium water is disproportional to the energy deposited in the

water in absence of the detector. Hence, a correction of the measured silicon diode readout

needs to be applied. This may be done based on an accurate silicon diode response model.

Ionization chamber response is accurately modeled based on small cavity theory. The

Spencer-Attix cavity theory requires that the cavity does not significantly perturb the ra-

diation fluence. This condition is normally fulfilled for a gas filled ionization chamber

due to the low density cavity material. A silicon diode on the other hand is not small

compared to the electron range and thus, does not fulfill that condition. Therefore, small

cavity theory can not alone accurately model the silicon diode response, a general cavity

theory needs to be applied.
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2.3.1 Burlin cavity theory modification

Yin et al. (2004) proposed a variation of the Burlin cavity theory that treats the primary

and scattered spectra separately. The primary electrons were treated completely accord-

ing to Spencer-Attix cavity theory, thereby assuming that all generated primary electrons

fulfill Spencer-Attix cavity theory conditions (defined in section 2.2.1). The scattered

photons were treated completely according to large cavity theory, i.e., that all electrons

generated by scattered photons meet with large cavity theory conditions (defined in sec-

tion 2.2.2). Based on these assumptions the silicon dose was modeled as

DSi =
∫ Emax

∆

Φ
p
E

(
L∆(E)

ρ

)
Si

dE+(T.E.)Si +

∫ Emax

0
Ψs

E

(
µen(E)

ρ

)
Si

dE (6)

where

(T.E.)Si = Φ
p
∆

(
Scol(∆)

ρ

)
Si

∆ , (7)

Φ
p
E is the primary electron particle fluence spectrum differentiated in energy E, and Ψs

E

is the scattered photon energy fluence spectrum differentiated in energy E.

2.3.2 Correction factor K(E)

According to the silicon dose model proposed by Yin et al. (2004), large cavity condi-

tions are completely fulfilled for all scattered photons. This assumption implies that the

scattered photon energy fluence spectrum must primarily consist of low-energy photons,

since only these photons which interacting inside the cavity generate low-energy electrons

that deposit their energy locally. However, a significant amount of the scattered photons

have energies high enough not to be considered fulfilling large cavity conditions, hence,

a correction factor K(E) was introduced by Eklund and Ahnesjö (2009), defined as

K(E)=
D̂Si(E)

Ψ(E)(µen/ρ)Si
(8)

where D̂Si(E) is the dose deposited in the silicon cavity caused by photons of energy E

of energy fluence Ψ(E), and (µen/ρ)Si is the silicon mass energy absorption coefficient.

Ψ(E)(µen/ρ)Si is equal to the silicon collision kerma KSi
c (E).

For low-energy photons, the deposited dose in the silicon cavity is accurately approxi-

mated by the silicon collision kerma according to large cavity theory. Therefore, the K(E)

factor approaches unity as the photon energy decreases.
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As the photon energy increases the generated electrons will gain sufficiently high en-

ergy to escape the cavity, the silicon cavity will increasingly act as a small Bragg-Gray

cavity (defined in section 2.2.1). According to small cavity theory the silicon dose is as-

sumed to be deposited entirely by charged particles generated in the surrounding medium,

i.e., water. The silicon dose hence approaches Ψ(E)(µen/ρ)w/(Scol)w,Si, where the nu-

merator represents the collision kerma in water, which approximates the dose to water, and

(Scol)w,Si is the water/silicon (Bragg-Gray) collision stopping power ratio. As the photon

energy increases, the K(E) factor approaches (µen/ρ)w,Si/(Scol)w,Si, where (µen/ρ)w,Si

is the water/silicon mass energy absorption coefficient ratio. This indicates that K(E) has

the following properties (Eklund and Ahnesjö 2009):

K(E)→ 1 for low photon energies

K(E)→ (µen/ρ)w,Si

(Scol)w,Si
for high photon energies

The silicon dose was modeled according to equation (6), with the factor K(E) applied

as

DSi =
∫ Emax

∆

Φ
p
E

(
L∆(E)

ρ

)
Si

dE+(T.E.)Si +

∫ Emax

0
K(E) ·Ψs

E

(
µen(E)

ρ

)
Si

dE (9)

2.3.3 Partitioning energy EA

According to the proposed silicon dose model by Yin et al. (2004), Spencer-Attix cavity

theory conditions are fulfilled for all primary particles. However, the primary photon en-

ergy fluence spectrum has a significant low-energy contribution, which should be treated

according to large cavity theory, since these photons deposit their energy locally by gen-

erated electrons with short ranges.

A partitioning energy EA was introduced by Eklund and Ahnesjö (2009) to treat the

primary photons below energy EA according to large cavity theory and the electrons gen-

erated by primary photons above energy EA according to Spencer-Attix cavity theory.

Eklund and Ahnesjö (2009) concluded that the partitioning energy can be interpreted as

the energy of photons that generate electrons with an average CSDA range in silicon

comparable to the average chord length in the silicon chip for a specific silicon diode.

The partitioning energy EA was inserted into equation (9), resulting in the silicon dose
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being modeled as

DSi =
∫ Emax

∆

Φ
[EA,Emax],p
E

(
L∆(E)

ρ

)
Si

dE+(T.E.)Si+

∫ Emax

0
K(E)

(
Ψ

[0,EA],p
E +Ψs

E

)(
µen(E)

ρ

)
Si

dE (10)

where

(T.E.)Si = Φ
[EA,Emax],p
∆

(
Scol(∆)

ρ

)
Si

∆ , (11)

Φ
[EA,Emax],p
E is the primary electron particle fluence spectrum generated by primary pho-

tons of energies between [EA,Emax], differentiated in energy E, and Ψ
[0,EA],p
E is the pri-

mary photon energy fluence spectrum of energies between [0,EA], differentiated in energy

E.

2.3.4 Response factor

The response factor is defined as the detector to reference medium dose ratio, i.e., silicon

to water dose ratio, as

RF(A,r)=
DSi(A,r)
Dw(A,r) (12)

where DSi(A,r) is the silicon dose and Dw(A,r) is the dose to water, for a given field

aperture A and position r = (x,y,d) in the irradiated medium.

Based on the silicon dose model (equation (10)), the calculated response factor was

by Eklund and Ahnesjö (2009) modeled as

RFcalc=

∫ Emax

∆

Φ
[EA,Emax],p
E

(
L∆(E)

ρ

)
Si

dE+(T.E.)Si +

∫ Emax

0
K(E)

(
Ψ

[0,EA],p
E +Ψs

E

)(
µen(E)

ρ

)
Si

dE

∫ Emax

∆

Φ
[EA,Emax],p
E

(
L∆(E)

ρ

)
w

dE+(T.E.)w +

∫ Emax

0

(
Ψ

[0,EA],p
E +Ψs

E

)(
µen(E)

ρ

)
w

dE

(13)

where the nominator represents the silicon dose modeled by equation (10) and the denom-

inator represents the dose to water modeled by equation (10) with mass collision stopping

powers and the mass energy absorption coefficient for water instead of silicon.

The calculated response factor is not valid for positions lacking full electron equilib-

rium, e.g., in the buildup region and the penumbra. This is due to the requirement of large

cavity theory that electron equilibrium must be established not only in the cavity (as taken

into account by the K(E) factor) but also in absence of the cavity (as the K(E) factor for

water in the denominator in equation (13) is set to unity).
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3 Methods and materials

3.1 Calculation of silicon diode correction factors

A prototype software was developed, to implement the diode response model as expressed

by equation (13) for correction of the energy dependence of unshielded diode readouts.

The software can import diode readouts acquired with the RFA 300 (Scanditronix) com-

puterized water phantom, containing information about the three dimensional measure-

ment positions r = (x,y,d) and the corresponding readouts. The developed software is

able to calculate correction factors for Step-and-Shoot IMRT field segments, static fields,

and circular fields. The software is in detail described in Appendix A.1.

The developed software corrects relative diode readouts normalized to the reference

conditions, i.e., field size Aref and depth on the central axis rref.

A calculated normalized correction factor (CFcalc
norm) is applied by the software to the

normalized measured readout as

Ddiode
norm,corr(A,r)=Ddiode

norm (A,r) ·CFcalc
norm(A,r) (14)

where

CFcalc
norm(A,r)=

1

RFcalc
norm(A,r)

=
RFcalc(Aref,rref)

RFcalc(A,r)
, (15)

Ddiode
norm,corr(A,r) is the corrected normalized silicon diode readout, Ddiode

norm (A,r) is the mea-

sured (unshielded) normalized silicon diode readout, and RFcalc(A,r) is the calculated

response factor as defined by equation (13).

The silicon diode correction software calculates the correction factors based on the

novel concept of MC simulated fluence pencil beam kernels to calculate the spectrum

(Eklund and Ahnesjö 2008). These kernels were stored in a large database (> 200 GB)

as monoenergetic primary electron particle fluence kernels (φ p
Es(ED)), secondary electron

particle fluence kernels (φs
Es(ED)), primary photon energy fluence kernels (ψp

Es(ED)), and

scattered photon energy fluence kernels (ψs
Es(ED)). The kernels are stored as a function

of the incident (direct) photon beam energy ED. Each kernel contains fluence spectra

scored in ring voxels, differentiated with respect to the energy of the scattered particles

ES (detailed description in Appendix A.1.2).
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The monoenergetic fluence pencil beam kernels are weighted by the incident photon

energy fluence spectrum and superimposed over the field to yield the resulting spectra

according to:

Φ
[EA,Emax],p
E (r) =

∫ Emax

EA

∫
ΨED φ

p
Es(ED,r,d) dAr dED, (16)

Ψ
[0,EA],p
E (r) =

∫ EA

0

∫
ΨED ψ

p
Es(ED,r,d) dAr dED, (17)

and

Ψs
E(r) =

∫ Emax

0

∫
ΨED ψs

Es(ED,r,d) dAr dED, (18)

where ΨED is the incident photon energy fluence spectrum differentiated in the direct

photon beam energy ED, d is the depth in water, and Ar is the horizontal cross section

area of a superimposed ringvoxel at the radial distance r from the primary pencil beam.

The incident primary spectrum is interpolated from published spectra (Mohan et al. 1985),

based on the beam quality (TPR20,10). The implementation of these equations is described

in more detail in Appendix A.1.

The developed software does not model photon beam components that alter the spatial

distribution of the incident photon energy fluence spectrum. These components include

direct source obscuring, collimator leakage, geometric and transmission penumbra, and

headscatter, including scattering from the collimators and the flattening filter (Zhu et al.

2009). The exclusion of these components introduces errors in the calculated spectra

compared to the actual spectra. However, in terms of response factors the introduced

errors are small, as they are calculated as ratios where the errors in both the nominator and

the denominator are correlated and hence partly canceling. In particular, for small field

apertures the headscatter component was expected to have an insignificant impact on the

response factors, since the fluence from extended extrafocal sources is mostly blocked.

3.2 Calculation of Spencer-Attix water/air stopping power ratios

Ionization chamber readout varies with change in spectral composition of the beam at the

measuring position, largely due to the energy dependent Spencer-Attix water/air stopping

power ratio. Hence, the readout depends on the position in the medium and the field shape.
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For accurate reference and relative absorbed dose measurements, with the spectrum avail-

able, these variations can be corrected for, albeit not normally done in clinical dosimetry.

The developed software was extended to include stopping power correction of relative

measurements made with an ionization chamber (IC), detailed in Appendix B.1. A calcu-

lated normalized Spencer-Attix water/air stopping power ratio is applied by the software

on the normalized measured readout as

DIC
norm,corr(A,r)=DIC

norm(A,r)·
sw,air(A,r)

sw,air(Aref,rref)
(19)

where DIC
norm,corr(A,r) is the corrected normalized ionization chamber readout, DIC

norm(A,r)

is the measured normalized ionization chamber readout, and sw,air(A,r) is the Spencer-Attix

water/air stopping power ratio as defined by equation (1).

The charged particle fluence spectrum, as required by the Spencer-Attix cavity theory,

is calculated by the developed software as

ΦE(r)= Φ
p
E(r)+Φs

E(r) (20)

where

Φ
p
E(r) =

∫ Emax

0

∫
ΨED φ

p
Es(ED,r,d) dAr dED , (21)

Φs
E(r) =

∫ Emax

0

∫
ΨED φs

Es(ED,r,d) dAr dED , (22)

Φ
p
E(r) and Φs

E(r) is the primary and secondary electron particle fluence spectrum, respec-

tively. The implementation of these equations is detailed in Appendix B.1.

3.3 Measurements

To validate the developed silicon diode correction software and the silicon diode response

model for small field sizes, measurements were performed at Uppsala Academic Hospital

with an Elekta Precise linear accelerator, for a 6 MV (TPR20,10 = 0.681) and a 15 MV

(TPR20,10 = 0.760) photon beam. The Elekta linac is equipped with a multileaf collimator

(MLC), each leaf with a width of 1 cm at isocenter. Four different detectors were used;

an unshielded Scanditronix-Wellhöfer EFD3G silicon diode, two shielded Scanditronix-

Wellhöfer PFD silicon diodes (FP1990 and FP2730) and the PTW 31014 PinPoint cylin-

drical ionization chamber (used with a bias of -400 V), the detector properties are listed

in table 1. None of the detectors showed any significant dose rate dependency.
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Table 1: Characteristics of detectors used for measurements, as stated by the manufacturers.

Silicon Diode Scanditronix-Wellhöfer Scanditronix-Wellhöfer Scanditronix-Wellhöfer

EFD3G, electron PFD, photon PFD, photon

Abbreviation EFD FP2730 FP1990

Detector type Unshielded (p-type) Shielded (p-type) Shielded (p-type)

Sensitive volume 0.19 mm3 0.19 mm3 0.19 mm3

Radius of active area 1 mm 1 mm 1 mm

Thickness of active volume 0.06 mm 0.06 mm 0.06 mm

Electrode thickness a,b < 1 µm aluminium

Cover material Epoxy resin (1.20 g/cm3) Epoxy resin (1.20 g/cm3) Epoxy resin (1.20 g/cm3)

Shielding material ————————— Tungsten (19.3 g/cm3) Tungsten (19.3 g/cm3)

Model year 2005 2000 1995

Ionization chamber PTW 31014 (PinPoint)

Abbreviation PiP

Detector type Cylindrical

Cavity volume 0.015 cm3

Cavity radius (rcyl) 1 mm

Cavity length 5 mm

Electrode Aluminium 99.98 purity, diameter 0.3 mm

Wall materials 0.57 mm PMMA (1.19 g/cm3), 0.09 mm Graphite (1.84g/cm3)

a According to Wang and Rogers (2007).
b Blanks correspond to no information available.
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Relative depth doses and profiles were measured using the detectors together with the

RFA 300 (Scanditronix) computerized water phantom, its dual-channel electrometer, and

its software, OmniPro-Accept 6.4A (Scanditronix-Wellhöfer). The depth doses and pro-

files were measured at a source-to-surface distance (SSD) of 90 cm and a source-to-axis

distance (SAD) of 100 cm, for 3 cm x 3 cm and 5 cm x 5 cm square fields, and one small

irregular field representing an IMRT field segment (illustrated in figure 6). The depth

doses were measured along the central axis in steps of 3 mm from a depth of 30 cm to

the water surface, to minimize the wake and to reduce the disturbance of the water sur-

face. The profiles were measured in the direction not crossing the rounded leaf tips of

the MLCs, thereby reducing the transmission penumbra, i.e, reducing rounding of the

profiles near the penumbra (Kim et al. 2001). The output fluctuation of the accelerator

during each set of relative measurements was corrected for by the OmniPro-Accept soft-

ware, using a reference EFD diode connected to the RFA 300 electrometer. The reference

diode was placed in air, within the field, away from the measurement positions so to not

disturb the incident photon fluence. For small field sizes correct positioning of the detec-

tors is crucial. In order to position each detector in the center of the beam, the symmetry

of measured cross profiles for a 1 cm x 1 cm, 2 cm x 2 cm, and 3 cm x 3 cm field were

used to position the detectors correctly. Cross profiles were taken at several depths to

align each detectors axis with the beam central axis (CAX).
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Figure 6: Figure exported from the silicon diode correction software, illustrating the small irregular field

at isocenter. The solid black lines show the positioning of respective jaw, the solid blue lines show the

positioning of respective collimator leaf, the crossed red lines represent the isocenter, and the dashed black

line represents the scanning direction of the measured profiles.
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The relative measured readouts were normalized to the reference conditions of Aref =

10 cm x 10 cm and rref at 10 cm depth on the central axis according to IAEA’s TRS 398

(Andreo et al. 2000) and AAPM’s TG-51 protocol (Almond et al. 1999). The normaliza-

tion was done with measured output factors (Scp), as

Ddiode
norm (A,r)=

diode readout(A,r)
diode readout(A,rref)

· Sdiode
cp (A,rref) (23)

and

DIC
norm(A,r)=

IC readout(A,r)
IC readout(A,rref)

· SIC
cp(A,rref) (24)

where Sdiode
cp (A,rref) and SIC

cp(A,rref) are the output factors in water measured with an

unshielded diode and with an ionization chamber, respectively. The output factors in

water were measured with a second electrometer, Therados RDM 1F, as the normalized

readout integrated over 100 monitor units (MU). The readout under reference conditions

was frequently remeasured to compensate for possible drift effects, such as change in

accelerator output and temperature changes.

From the measured normalized readouts, the measured normalized response factors

were calculated as

RFmeas
norm(A,r)=

Ddiode
norm (A,r)

DIC
norm,corr(A,r)

(25)

where DIC
norm,corr(A,r) is the measured normalized ionization chamber readout corrected

by the developed software for the change in Spencer-Attix water/air stopping power ra-

tio, according to equation (19). Normalized response factors were measured at a SSD

of 90 cm and a SAD of 100 cm, for square field sizes of 1 cm x 1 cm, 2 cm x 2 cm,

3 cm x 3 cm, 4 cm x 4 cm, and 5 cm x 5 cm. The type A (statistical) standard uncer-

tainty in each measured response factor was calculated from the standard deviation of the

measured Scp. The standard deviation was derived from three readouts, measured in suc-

cession for each field aperture, which was measured on two separate occasions, where for

each occasion the set-up was reset. By resetting the set-up, error due to the experimental

setup, such as error in MLC positioning, positioning of the effective point of measure-

ment, and SSD setting, was reduced.

The developed software does not take into account head scatter effects on the incident

photon energy fluence spectrum. Therefore, in order to compare results from measure-

ments with dose calculations, assuming a constant incident fluence in open parts of the
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beam, the measured output factors in water should be divided by measured output factors

in air (Sc) for respective detector. However, the difference between output factors in air

measured with an EFD diode and an ionization chamber is negligible (< 0.2% according

to Karlsson et al. (1997)), due to a low amount of scattered low-energy photons. Hence,

the normalized calculated response factors are according to equation (25) independent of

Sc, and relative ionization chamber and diode measurements when compared are negliga-

bly affected by omitting Sc in equation (23) and (24).

3.3.1 Ionization chamber measurements

The small volume of the PTW 31014 PinPoint chamber gives a high spatial resolution,

although it also introduces a large stem effect (Agostinelli et al. 2008), making the read-

out field size dependent. For small field sizes this effect is negligible. However, the

reference field Aref = 10 cm x 10 cm gives a disproportionately high readout. This effect

was eliminated for each measured Scp by averaging two readings measured with opposite

biases (Lee et al. 2002). The used method was validated by comparison with measure-

ments made with a Scanditronix-Wellhöfer RK cylindrical ionization chamber for field

sizes larger than 3 cm x 3 cm. According to Agostinelli et al. (2008), relative depth doses

are unaffected for small field sizes and relative profiles are unaffected if the length of

irradiated cable does not vary considerably. The PinPoint chamber was oriented with its

axis perpendicular to the beam axis and the measured profiles were taken in the direction

perpendicular to the PinPoint chamber axis, for maximum spatial resolution and a nearly

constant length of cable irradiated.

The PinPoint chamber was pre-irradiated with at least 2 Gy before measurements were

performed. All measurements were made at the effective point of measurement (Peff) of

the PinPoint chamber, at 0.6rcyl.

3.3.2 Silicon diode measurements

The unshielded EFD diode had unlike the shielded PFD diodes not been used clinically

for photon beams prior to the measurements in this work. Before the measurements were

made the readout of the EFD diode was checked and found to slowly increase with accu-

mulated absorbed dose. This effect was believed to be due to the EFD diode not having
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received a high enough pre-irradiation dose (Rikner and Grusell 1983). This effect was

corrected for in the measured output factors by remeasuring the readout for the reference

field after each measurement or scan. The relative profiles were scanned from one direc-

tion to the other, hence the symmetry of these was investigated to ensure that the scanned

profiles were unaffected by the above effect. It was also concluded that the relative depth

doses were unaffected by the above effect.

The diodes were positioned with the longitudinal axis of the detector head parallel

to the central beam axis, to minimize the directional dependence of the shielded diodes.

The effective point of measurement (Peff) was set at the depth of the sensitive volume of

respective diode.
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4 Results and discussion

In the following subsection spectra calculated by the developed software are presented

for differently sized small square fields. Spencer-Attix water/air stopping power ratios

and silicon diode response factors calculated by the software based on the presented spec-

tra, are presented in the subsequent subsections. The calculated stopping power ratios

are compared with published values, and the calculated diode correction factors are com-

pared with measurements. At the end of this section measured relative dose profiles and

relative depth doses are presented, including measurements with a reference ionization

chamber (PiP) corrected for the energy dependent change in sw,air, and measurements

with an unshielded EFD diode corrected for the energy dependent response.

4.1 Spectra

Spectra calculated by the developed software for a 6 MV and a 15 MV incident plane

parallel beam are plotted in figures 7 and 8, respectively. The spectra were calculated for

differently sized square fields at 10 cm depth on the central axis. The mean energy of

respective spectrum is shown, to illustrate the spectral change as a function of field size.

The spikes in the scattered photon spectra is a discretization effect due to the larger scored

energy bin width of the scattered spectra compared to the primary incident spectra. It was

concluded by Eklund and Ahnesjö (2008) that the discretization effect does not introduce

any errors in applications based on the spectra. The plotted spectra are normalized to the

total incident photon energy fluence,

Ψ0 =
∫ Emax

0
ΨED dED (26)

where ΨED is the incident photon energy fluence spectrum differentiated in the direct

photon beam energy ED.

Figure 7a for a 6 MV incident beam and figure 8a for a 15 MV incident beam show

that the primary electron spectrum is independent of field size when the size is large

enough for LEE to be established. The mean energy of the primary electron spectrum

decreases with increased field size until LEE is established, due to the build-up of low-

energy electrons. Based on the spectra, close to full LEE is established on the central axis
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Figure 7: Primary (a) and secondary (b) electron particle fluence spectra, and the total (c) and the scattered

(d) photon energy fluence spectra from differently sized square fields at 10 cm depth on the central axis, for

az 6 MV (TPR20,10 = 0.681) incident plane parallel beam. The plotted spectra are normalized to the total

incident photon energy fluence Ψ0, according to equation (26). The mean energy of respective spectrum is

shown, to illustrate the spectral change as a function of field size.

for the field sizes larger than and including 2 cm x 2 cm for the 6 MV incident beam and

larger than 3 cm x 3 cm for the 15 MV incident beam.

The secondary electron spectrum and the scattered photon spectrum depend on the

field size, as shown for a 6 MV incident beam in figures 7b and 7d, respectively. As the

field size increases the amount of low-energy large angle scattered and multiple scattered

Compton photons increases. Therefore, the mean energy of the scattered photon spectrum

and hence the secondary electron spectrum decreases with field size. Figure 8d shows
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Figure 8: Primary (a) and secondary (b) electron particle fluence spectra, and the total (c) and the scattered

(d) photon energy fluence spectra from differently sized square fields at 10 cm depth on the central axis, for

a 15 MV (TPR20,10 = 0.760) incident plane parallel beam. The plotted spectra are normalized to the total

incident photon energy fluence Ψ0, according to equation (26). The mean energy of respective spectrum is

shown, to illustrate the spectral change as a function of field size.

that the scattered photon component varies significantly with field size for a 15 MV in-

cident beam, although there are relatively less scattered photons compared to the 6 MV

incident beam spectra. The 15 MV incident beam spectrum produces more annihila-

tion photons (511 keV peak in the spectra), than the less energetic 6 MV incident spec-

trum, because of the larger pair production cross section for higher photon energies.

The beam softening of the total photon spectrum as the field size increases, is caused

by the increased low-energy scattered component, as shown in figures 7c and 8c for
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a 6 MV and a 15 MV incident beam, respectively. For the smallest field sizes the scat-

tered component is negligible, while for larger field sizes, including the reference field

(Aref = 10 cm x 10 cm), the low-energy scattered contribution is significant.

The photon spectral change with depth on the central axis for differently sized square

fields is shown in tables 2 and 3 for a 6 MV and a 15 MV incident beam, respectively.

The tables show the spectral change with depth and with field size, as tabulated mean

energies (<Etot>) of calculated total photon energy fluence spectra, and scattered to pri-

mary photon energy fluence spectra ratios (S/P). Tables 2 and 3 show that the S/P ratio

Table 2: Mean energy Etot (MeV) of total photon energy fluence spectra, and scattered to primary photon

energy fluence spectra ratios (S/P) for different field sizes and depths on the central axis, for a 6 MV

(TPR20,10 = 0.681) incident beam.

Field size (cm2): 1 x 1 3 x 3 5 x 5 10 x 10 25 x 25

Depth (cm) S/P <Etot> S/P <Etot> S/P <Etot> S/P <Etot> S/P <Etot>

0.5 0.01 2.77 0.02 2.76 0.02 2.75 0.03 2.73 0.04 2.69

1.5 0.02 2.78 0.04 2.75 0.05 2.73 0.06 2.71 0.08 2.66

3.0 0.03 2.81 0.06 2.76 0.07 2.73 0.09 2.69 0.12 2.63

5.0 0.03 2.84 0.08 2.79 0.10 2.74 0.13 2.68 0.17 2.60

10.0 0.04 2.93 0.10 2.86 0.14 2.81 0.21 2.70 0.29 2.57

20.0 0.04 3.09 0.12 3.02 0.18 2.95 0.30 2.80 0.47 2.57

30.0 0.04 3.24 0.13 3.15 0.20 3.08 0.36 2.91 0.61 2.62

Table 3: Mean energy Etot (MeV) of total photon energy fluence spectra, and scattered to primary photon

energy fluence spectra ratios (S/P) for different field sizes and depths on the central axis, for a 15 MV

(TPR20,10 = 0.760) incident beam.

Field size (cm2): 1 x 1 3 x 3 5 x 5 10 x 10 25 x 25

Depth (cm) S/P <Etot> S/P <Etot> S/P <Etot> S/P <Etot> S/P <Etot>

0.5 0.01 5.94 0.01 5.92 0.01 5.91 0.01 5.90 0.02 5.86

1.5 0.01 5.95 0.02 5.92 0.02 5.90 0.03 5.87 0.04 5.82

3.0 0.02 5.99 0.03 5.93 0.04 5.90 0.04 2.85 0.06 5.79

5.0 0.02 6.05 0.05 5.97 0.06 5.91 0.07 5.84 0.09 5.75

10.0 0.03 6.20 0.06 6.09 0.09 6.01 0.12 5.87 0.15 5.71

20.0 0.03 6.48 0.08 6.36 0.12 6.24 0.18 6.02 0.26 5.73

30.0 0.03 6.73 0.09 6.59 0.14 6.46 0.22 6.20 0.34 5.81
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increases with increasing field size and with increasing depth. As the depth increases, the

S/P ratio increases due to the attenuation of primary photons, and due to the generation of

scattered photons. For small field sizes, generated Compton photons are primarily scat-

tered away from the central axis, hence the S/P ratio increases slowly with increased

depth. For the 15 MV incident beam spectrum, the S/P ratio increases more slowly with

increased depth, than for the less energetic 6 MV incident spectrum. This is caused by the

slower generation of scattered photons, because of the smaller Compton scattering cross

section for higher photon energies.

For small field sizes the mean energy of the total photon energy fluence spectrum in-

creases as the depth increases, due to beam hardening as the beam penetrates the medium.

For larger field sizes, the mean energy initially decreases with increased depth, due to the

beam softening as the amount of low-energy scattered photons increases. However, the

beam hardening effect becomes the dominant effect as the depth increases further, seen

as an increase in mean energy after the initial decrease.

4.2 Spencer-Attix water/air stopping power ratios

4.2.1 Validation of calculations

In order to validate the spectra calculations by the developed software and to validate

the use of these spectra in applications, calculated Spencer-Attix water/air stopping power

ratios (sw,air) were compared with published results. Figure 9 shows Spencer-Attix (∆ =

10 keV) water/air stopping power ratios calculated for plane parallel monoenergetic pho-

ton beams up to 20 MeV for a 10 cm x 10 cm field. For comparison published values

by Andreo (1994) are included. The figure shows the decreasing tendency of sw,air with

increasing energy, and an agreement with the published values to better than 0.1% for

most energies, the maximum deviation being 0.3% for the highest energies.

Table 4 lists Spencer-Attix (∆ = 10 keV) water/air stopping power ratios calculated by

the developed software under reference conditions of 10 cm x 10 cm field at 10 cm depth

on the central axis. The sw,air values are calculated for polyenergetic 6 MV and 15 MV

incident plane parallel photon beams. The results of this work compared with published

results by (Andreo 1994) show an excellent agreement to better than 0.1%.
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Figure 9: Spencer-Attix (∆ = 10 keV) water/air stopping power ratios (sw,air) for plane parallel monoen-

ergetic photon beams for a 10 cm x 10 cm field, at 5 cm depth for energies lower than 3 MeV, and at

10 cm depth for higher energies. The solid line corresponds to calculated values in this work, and the open

circles correspond to published values by Andreo (1994) with density effect correction according to the

Sternheimer model.

Table 4: Spencer-Attix (∆ = 10 keV) water/air stopping power ratios calculated under reference conditions

of 10 cm x 10 cm field at 10 cm depth on the central axis, for a 6 MV and a 15 MV incident plane parallel

photon beam. The incident beams correspond in beam quality to the beams from the linear accelerator

used for the measurements in this work. The results of this work are compared with results published by

Andreo (1994) with density effect correction according to the Sternheimer model.

Nominal energy (MV) TPR20,10 This work Andreo (1994) Ratio this work/Andreo

6 0.681 1.120 1.120 1.000

15 0.760 1.097 1.096 1.001

4.2.2 Calculated normalized Spencer-Attix water/air stopping power ratios

The energy dependence of the stopping power water/air ratio for typical photon beams is

mainly due to the difference in the density effect correction between water and air, i.e.,

lack of polarization effect in air relative to water (Attix 1986). The lack of polarization

effect in air relative to water results in a decrease in stopping power water/air ratio (Attix

1986). Since the density effect correction becomes increasingly important with increasing

electron energy, the sw,air decreases as the energy increases, as observed in figure 9 for

monoenergetic incident photon beams.
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Figure 10: Spencer-Attix (∆ = 10 keV) water/air stopping power ratios normalized to reference conditions;

10 cm x 10 cm field at 10 cm depth on the central axis, calculated by the developed software for different

field sizes as a function of depth on the central axis. The results correspond to field sizes of 1 cm x 1 cm,

2 cm x 2 cm, 3 cm x 3 cm, 4 cm x 4 cm, and 5 cm x 5 cm, for a 6 MV (TPR20,10 = 0.681) (a) and a 15 MV

(TPR20,10 = 0.760) (b) incident beam. The normalization values are listed in table 4.

Spencer-Attix (∆ = 10 keV) water/air stopping power ratios calculated for differently

sized small square fields, normalized to reference conditions; 10 cm x 10 cm field at

10 cm depth on the central axis, are shown as a function of depth in figures 10a and 10b,

for a 6 MV and a 15 MV incident photon beam, respectively.

For small field sizes, the mean energy of the total electron spectrum increases as the

depth increases, due to beam hardening of the photon beam (discussed in section 4.1).

Hence, the sw,air decreases with increased depth, as observed in figure 10. The decrease
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Figure 11: Spencer-Attix (∆ = 10 keV) water/air stopping power ratios normalized to reference conditions;

10 cm x 10 cm field at 10 cm depth on the central axis, calculated by the developed software for different

field sizes as a function of lateral distance from the central axis at 10 cm depth. The results correspond to

field sizes of 1 cm x 1 cm, 2 cm x 2 cm, 3 cm x 3 cm, 4 cm x 4 cm, and 5 cm x 5 cm, for a 6 MV (TPR20,10 =

0.681) (a) and a 15 MV (TPR20,10 = 0.760) (b) incident beam. The normalization values are listed in table 4.

is more significant for the smallest field sizes, and for the 15 MV incident beam, due

to the decreased low-energy scatter component with increased depth. For the small-

est field sizes with degraded LEE, the sw,air decreases also due to the increased mean

energy of the primary electron spectrum (spectra are shown and discussed in section

4.1, figures 7a and 8a). The difference in sw,air between reference conditions and the

1 cm x 1 cm field is 0.2% at 5 cm depth and 0.6% at 30 cm depth for the 6 MV incident

beam, and 0.4% at 5 cm depth and 1.1% at 30 cm depth for the 15 MV incident beam.
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In the build-up region, which corresponds to approximately 1.5 cm depth and 3 cm depth

for a 6 MV and a 15 MV incident beam, respectively, the sw,air increases due to lack of

CPE, i.e., due to decreased mean energy of the primary electron spectrum. The presence

of contamination electrons in a clinical beam is not modelled by the developed software,

therefore, shallow depths are not relevant in this work.

Calculated Spencer-Attix (∆ = 10 keV) water/air stopping power ratios normalized to

reference conditions; 10 cm x 10 cm field at 10 cm depth on the central axis, are shown

as a function of lateral distance from the central axis in figures 11a and 11b, for a 6 MV

and a 15 MV incident photon beam, respectively. The normalized sw,air values are cal-

culated for differently sized small square fields at 10 cm depth. Inside the field the sw,air

is almost constant for small field sizes, since there is not a large change in the scatter

component. Figure 11 shows that the sw,air normalized to reference conditions varies

less than 0.15% within the presented fields, for both the 6 MV and the 15 MV incident

beam. The developed software does not take into consideration that the incident (pri-

mary) photon energy fluence spectrum varies laterally inside the field, thereby ignoring

the primary photon beam softening effect at off-axis positions (Mohan et al. 1985). This

effect is, however, negligible for small field sizes. In the penumbra region the sw,air show

a large variation due to lack of CPE, as in the build-up region. Assuming that the jaws

and collimators fully block the incident fluence, i.e., assuming negligible collimator leak-

age, then only a scatter component is present outside the field. Hence, the sw,air outside

the field increases as the lateral distance increases, due to the decrease in mean energy of

the scattered component. The developed software does not model the geometric and the

transmission penumbra, therefore introducing uncertainties in the penumbra region.

4.3 Silicon diode response correction

4.3.1 Normalized response factors

Response factors calculated by the developed software according to equation (13), for an

unshielded EFD diode, normalized to reference conditions; 10 cm x 10 cm field at 10 cm

depth on the central axis, for a 6 MV and a 15 MV incident beam, are presented and com-

pared with measured response factors in this subsection. Measured response factors and
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output factors in water (Scp) are presented for different types of silicon diodes (calculated

according to equation (25)), with the ionization chamber readouts corrected by the soft-

ware for the energy dependent change in Spencer-Attix water/air stopping power ratio.

Figures 12 and 13 show measured output factors in water and normalized response

factors for differently sized small square fields, for a 6 MV and a 15 MV incident beam,

respectively. The measured response factors for the unshielded EFD diode in these figures

are listed in table 5, together with calculated response factors for comparison. The output

factors in water measured with the reference ionization chamber show a significant under-

response compared with the diodes for the smallest field sizes with degraded LEE at the

central axis. The deviation is primarily due to the volume averaging effect of the PinPoint

(PiP) ionization chamber, as the sensitive volume of the PiP chamber is larger than that of

the diodes, resulting in an underestimation of the measured relative dose. The deviation

is also to a lesser extent due to the over-response of the diodes because of the higher
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Figure 12: Measured output factors in water (Scp) and silicon diode response factors (RFnorm) normalized

to reference conditions; 10 cm x 10 cm field at 10 cm depth on the central axis, for different field sizes at 10

cm depth on the central axis, for a 6 MV (TPR20,10 = 0.681) incident photon beam. The results correspond

to measured factors for an unshielded diode (EFD), two types of shielded diodes (FP1990 and FP2730), a

reference PinPoint (PiP) ionization chamber, and corrected EFD diode factors. The error bars correspond

to one type A (statistical) standard deviation.
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Figure 13: Measured output factors in water (Scp) and silicon diode response factors (RFnorm) normalized

to reference conditions; 10 cm x 10 cm field at 10 cm depth on the central axis, for different field sizes

at 10 cm depth on the central axis, for a 15 MV (TPR20,10 = 0.760) incident photon beam.. The results

correspond to measured factors for an unshielded diode (EFD), two types of shielded diodes (FP1990 and

FP2730), a reference PinPoint (PiP) ionization chamber, and corrected EFD diode factors. The error bars

correspond to one type A (statistical) standard deviation.

degree of LEE in silicon compared to the reference medium water. For the smallest field

sizes the shielded diodes show an over-response compared to the corrected EFD diode,

primarily due to a higher degree of LEE, as a result of electrons scattered from the metallic

parts of the high density tungsten shielding (as discussed in section 2.1.6). The over-

response of the shielded diodes is evident for all presented fields, including those large

enough for full LEE. For the 1 cm x 1 cm field the FP1990 diode and the FP2730 diode

show an over-response compared to the corrected EFD diode in the order of about 2.5%

and 2.0%, respectively, for both the 6 MV and the 15 MV incident beam. It should be

noted that the corrected/calculated response factors in this work are erroneus in regions

of degraded LEE (as discussed in section 2.3.4). However, Eklund (2010) has shown that

taking the degree of LEE at the central axis into account for the field sizes relevant in

this work, results in a slight increase in calculated response factors, i.e., a decrease in

corrected EFD diode output factors in water, of less than 1%. The difference was also
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Table 5: Silicon diode response factors normalized to reference conditions; 10 cm x 10 cm field at

10 cm depth on the central axis, for different field sizes at 10 cm depth on the central axis, for a 6 MV

(TPR20,10 = 0.681) and a 15 MV (TPR20,10 = 0.760) incident photon beam. Calculated response factors

(RFcalc
norm) and measured response factors for an unshielded diode (EFD) (RFmeas

norm) are listed.

Field size (cm2): 2 x 2 3 x 3 4 x 4 5 x 5

Nominal energy RFcalc
norm RFmeas

norm RFcalc
norm RFmeas

norm RFcalc
norm RFmeas

norm RFcalc
norm RFmeas

norm

6 MV 0.984 0.984 0.985 0.984 0.987 0.984 0.989 0.988

15 MV 0.990 0.992 0.991 0.992 0.993 0.993

shown to be significantly reduced if the volume averaging effect of the unshielded diode

is included. It was hence determined that the corrected/calculated response factors in this

work are adequately accurate for all relevant field sizes.

Figures 12 and 13 show that the EFD diode underestimates the relative dose for

small fields, due to the energy dependent over-response for the large reference field

(10 cm x 10 cm). As was shown in section 4.1, close to full LEE is established for field

sizes larger than and including 2 cm x 2 cm for the 6 MV incident beam and larger than

3 cm x 3 cm for the 15 MV incident beam. For these field sizes the corrected EFD diode

response factors at 10 cm depth on the central axis, show an excellent agreement with the

reference PiP chamber to better than 0.1% for most field sizes, the maximum deviation

being 0.3%, as evident in the results presented in table 5.

Table 6: Silicon diode response factors normalized to reference conditions; 10 cm x 10 cm field at 10 cm

depth on the central axis, for field sizes of 3 cm x 3 cm and 5 cm x 5 cm at different depths on the on the

central axis, for a 6 MV (TPR20,10 = 0.681) and a 15 MV (TPR20,10 = 0.760) incident beam. Calculated

response factors (RFcalc
norm) and measured response factors for an unshielded diode (EFD) (RFmeas

norm) are listed.

6 MV 15 MV

Field size (cm2): 3 x 3 5 x 5 3 x 3 5 x 5

Depth (cm) RFcalc
norm RFmeas

norm RFcalc
norm RFmeas

norm RFcalc
norm RFmeas

norm RFcalc
norm RFmeas

norm

5 0.985 0.985 0.988 0.988 0.991 0.996 0.992 0.993

10 0.985 0.984 0.989 0.988 0.990 0.992 0.993 0.993

15 0.985 0.982 0.990 0.989 0.990 0.991 0.993 0.994

20 0.986 0.982 0.991 0.992 0.989 0.989 0.993 0.992

30 0.985 0.983 0.991 0.989 0.987 0.984 0.992 0.990
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Figure 14: Measured silicon diode response factors normalized to reference conditions; 10 cm x 10 cm

field at 10 cm depth on the central axis, calculated for field sizes of 3 cm x 3 cm and 5 cm x 5 cm at different

depths on the central axis, for a 6 MV (TPR20,10 = 0.681) incident beam. The results correspond to mea-

sured response factors for an unshielded diode (EFD), two shielded diodes (FP1990 and FP2730), and cor-

rected EFD diode response factors. The error bars correspond to one type A (statistical) standard deviation.

Measured normalized response factors at different depths on the central axis, for field

sizes of 3 cm x 3 cm and 5 cm x 5 cm, are shown in figures 14 and 15, for a 6 MV

and a 15 MV incident beam, respectively. The measured response factors for the un-

shielded EFD diode in these figures are listed in table 6, together with calculated response

factors for comparison. For small field sizes the mean energy of the photon spectrum con-

tinuously increases as the depth increases (discussed in section 4.1). As the photon energy

increases, the absorption of low-energy photons by the high density tungsten shielding in

the shielded diodes becomes increasingly redundant, and the electron scattering from the

tungsten leads to an over-response compared to the reference PiP chamber. For the 6 MV

incident beam, the FP1990 diode and the FP2730 diode show an over-response for the

3 cm x 3 cm field of 0.8% and 0.4% at 10 cm depth, and 2.9% and 3.3% at 30 cm depth,

respectively. For the 15 MV incident beam the mean energy of the photon spectrum is high

enough for the generation of low-energy primary electrons in the tungsten shielding to be

realatively low, and the angular spread of those electrons to be primarily forward directed.
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Figure 15: Measured silicon diode response factors normalized to reference conditions; 10 cm x 10 cm

field at 10 cm depth on the central axis, calculated for field sizes of 3 cm x 3 cm and 5 cm x 5 cm at

different depths on the central axis, for a 15 MV (TPR20,10 = 0.760) incident beam. The results correspond

to measured response factors for an unshielded diode (EFD), two shielded diodes (FP1990 and FP2730),

and corrected EFD diode response factors. The error bars correspond to one type A (statistical) standard

deviation.

The shielded diodes, hence, show a smaller deviation from the PiP chamber, to within 1%,

and for the FP1990 diode a decrease in response with increased depth, i.e., with increased

mean energy of the photon spectrum, is noticed.

The effect of the spectral change with depth on the response of the EFD diode is shown

to be minor. The response factors of the EFD diode show a nearly constant under-response

for all presented depths, due to the energy dependent response for the large reference field

(10 cm x 10 cm). For the 15 MV incident beam, at 5 cm depth and to a lesser extent at

10 cm depth, the corrected EFD diode shows an over-response for the 3 cm x 3 cm field,

due to the effects of lack of full LEE, as previously discussed. For all other depths, for

the 6 MV and 15MV incident beam, the corrected EFD diode response factors show an

excellent agreement with the reference PiP chamber to better than 0.1% for most depths,

for the 3 cm x 3 cm and the 5 cm x 5 cm field, the maximum deviation being 0.4%, as

evident in the results presented in table 6.
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4.3.2 Relative dose profiles

Measured relative dose profiles for different types of silicon diodes and a reference ion-

ization chamber, normalized to reference conditions; 10 cm x 10 cm field at 10 cm depth

on the central axis, for a 6 MV and a 15 MV incident beam, are presented in this subsec-

tion. Measured profiles corrected by the developed software for the energy dependence

according to equation (14), referred to as corrected diode, are also presented.

Figures 17 and 18 show measured normalized relative dose profiles for a 3 cm x 3 cm

and a 5 cm x 5 cm square field, for a 6 MV and a 15 MV incident beam, respectively.

The figures also include the difference in normalized relative dose for each diode com-

pared to the reference PiP chamber, as plotted residuals. The figures show the expected

over-response of the shielded diodes and the expected under-response of the unshielded

EFD diode inside the field, as was observed and discussed in the previous subsection

for the corresponding response factors at the central axis. The observed deviation of the

diodes compared to the PiP chamber in the penumbra region is primarily due to the er-

ror introduced by the volume averaging effect of the reference PiP chamber, in part due

to uncertainties in positioning, and in part due to the reasons discussed in the previous

subsection for regions of degraded LEE. The corrected EFD diode relative dose profiles

have an uncertainty in the penumbra region due to the developed software not modeling

the geometric and the transmission penumbra.

The corrected EFD diode shows an excellent agreement with the reference PiP cham-

ber inside the field for all presented field sizes for both the 6 MV and the 15 MV incident

beams. In regions outside the field the EFD diode shows a small over-response due to the

low-energy scattered photon contribution, the shielded diodes show a good agreement,

and the corrected EFD diode is as good or better than the shielded diodes.

Figure 16 shows measured normalized relative dose profiles for a small irregular field

representing an IMRT field segment, for a 6 MV incident beam. The figure also includes

the difference in normalized relative dose for each diode compared to the reference PiP

chamber, as plotted residuals. The large deviation of the diodes compared to the PiP

chamber at the lateral distance from the central axis of -1 cm to -2 cm is due to the

under-response of the PiP chamber, because part of the large sensitive volume is under

a collimator leaf, and in part due to the reasons discussed in the previous subsection for
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regions of degraded LEE. At the lateral distance of 1 cm to 2 cm the scanned profile is

taken under a collimator leaf. The collimator leakage is not taken into consideration by the

developed software, a complete absorption of the primary photons is assumed. However,

the deviation in this region is primarily due to the over-response of the PiP chamber,

because part of the sensitive volume is inside the field. The corrected EFD diode shows

an excellent agreement with the reference PiP chamber at the plateau region at the central

axis and in regions outside the field. The shielded FP2730 diode is consistent with the

corrected EFD diode.
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Figure 16: Relative dose profiles normalized to reference conditions; 10 cm x 10 cm field at 10 cm depth on

the central axis, for a small irregular field representing an IMRT field segment, at 10 cm depth, for a 6 MV

(TPR20,10 = 0.681) incident beam. The results correspond to measured profiles for an unshielded diode

(EFD), a shielded diode (FP2730), a reference ionization chamber (PiP) corrected for the energy dependent

change in sw,air (equation (19)), and a corrected EFD diode profile. The lower part of the figure shows the

difference in normalized relative dose between the different diodes and the reference PiP chamber. The

insert shows the field shape (adapted from figure 6).
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Figure 17: Relative dose profiles normalized to reference conditions; 10 cm x 10 cm field at 10 cm depth

on the central axis, for field sizes of 5 cm x 5 cm (a) and 3 cm x 3 cm (b) at 10 cm depth, for a 6 MV

(TPR20,10 = 0.681) incident beam. The results correspond to measured profiles for an unshielded diode

(EFD), two shielded diodes (FP1990 and FP2730), a reference ionization chamber (PiP) corrected for the

energy dependent change in sw,air (equation (19)), and corrected EFD diode profiles. The lower part of the

figure shows the difference in normalized relative dose between the different diodes and the reference PiP

chamber.
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Figure 18: Relative dose profiles normalized to reference conditions; 10 cm x 10 cm field at 10 cm depth

on the central axis, for field sizes of 5 cm x 5 cm (a) and 3 cm x 3 cm (b) at 10 cm depth, for a 15 MV

(TPR20,10 = 0.760) incident beam. The results correspond to measured profiles for an unshielded diode

(EFD), two shielded diodes (FP1990 and FP2730), a reference ionization chamber (PiP) corrected for the

energy dependent change in sw,air (equation (19)), and corrected EFD diode profiles. The lower part of the

figure shows the difference in normalized relative dose between the different diodes and the reference PiP

chamber.
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4.3.3 Relative depth doses

Measured relative depth doses for different types of silicon diodes and a reference ioniza-

tion chamber, normalized to reference conditions; 10 cm x 10 cm field at 10 cm depth on

the central axis, for a 6 MV and a 15 MV incident beam, are presented in this subsection.

Measured depth doses corrected by the developed software for the energy dependence

according to equation (14), referred to as corrected diode, are also presented.

Figures 19 and 20 show measured normalized relative depth doses on the central axis

for a 3 cm x 3 cm and a 5 cm x 5 cm square field, for a 6 MV and a 15 MV incident beam,

respectively. The figures also include the difference in normalized relative dose for each

diode compared to the reference PiP chamber, as plotted residuals. The observed large

deviation of the diodes compared to the reference PiP chamber in the build-up region is

primarily due to the volume averaging effect of the PiP chamber. The build-up region

is, however, not relevant in this work, since the presence of contamination electrons in

a clinical beam is not modeled by the developed software, and since the response model

is not valid in regions of degraded CPE. The figures show the expected over-response of

the shielded diodes at large depths, with a percentually increasing deviation as the depth

increases for the 6 MV beam. For the 15 MV beam the shielded diodes show better

consistency with the PiP chamber, although, above 10 cm depth for the 3 cm x 3 cm field

all diodes show an increased response due to degraded LEE. The corrected EFD diode is

for the 15 MV incident beam, with few and minor exceptions, as good or better than the

shielded diodes compared to the reference PiP chamber, and significantly better than the

shielded diodes for the 6 MV incident beam. The results are consistent with the presented

and discussed response factors in section 4.3.1, shown in figures 14 and 15 for a 6 MV

and a 15 MV beam, respectively.

Figure 21 shows measured normalized relative depth doses on the central axis for a

small irregular field representing an IMRT field segment, for a 6 MV incident beam. The

figure also includes the difference in normalized relative dose for each diode compared to

the reference PiP chamber, as plotted residuals. The figure shows that the corrected EFD

diode is in excellent agreement with the reference PiP chamber, and that the corrected

EFD diode is more accurate than the shielded FP2730 diode for all depths.
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Figure 19: Relative depth doses on the central axis normalized to reference conditions; 10 cm x 10 cm

field at 10 cm depth on the central axis, for field sizes of 5 cm x 5 cm (a) and 3 cm x 3 cm (b), for a 6 MV

(TPR20,10 = 0.681) incident beam. The results correspond to measured depth doses for an unshielded diode

(EFD), two shielded diodes (FP1990 and FP2730), a reference ionization chamber (PiP) corrected for the

energy dependent change in sw,air (equation (19)), and corrected EFD diode depth doses. The lower part of

the figure shows the difference in normalized relative dose between the different diodes and the reference

PiP chamber.
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Figure 20: Relative depth doses on the central axis normalized to reference conditions; 10 cm x 10 cm

field at 10 cm depth on the central axis, for field sizes of 5 cm x 5 cm (a) and 3 cm x 3 cm (b), for a 15 MV

(TPR20,10 = 0.760) incident beam. The results correspond to measured depth doses for an unshielded diode

(EFD), two shielded diodes (FP1990 and FP2730), a reference ionization chamber (PiP) corrected for the

energy dependent change in sw,air (equation (19)), and corrected EFD diode depth doses. The lower part of

the figure shows the difference in normalized relative dose between the different diodes and the reference

PiP chamber.
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Figure 21: Relative depth doses on the central axis normalized to reference conditions; 10 cm x 10 cm

field at 10 cm depth on the central axis, for a small irregular field representing an IMRT field segment, for a

6 MV (TPR20,10 = 0.681) incident beam. The results correspond to measured depth doses for an unshielded

diode (EFD), a shielded diode (FP2730), a reference ionization chamber (PiP) corrected for the energy

dependent change in sw,air (equation (19)), and a corrected EFD diode depth dose. The lower part of the

figure shows the difference in normalized relative dose between the different diodes and the reference PiP

chamber. The insert shows the field shape (adapted from figure 6).
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5 Conclusions and outlook

For small field sizes, silicon diodes compared to other types of dosimeters have several

attractive properties, such as an excellent spatial resolution, a high sensitivity, and clini-

cally practical to use. Measurements with the PTW 31014 PinPoint ionization chamber

have shown a significant inaccuracy compared to diodes in regions of high dose gradients,

due to a low spatial resolution, i.e., due to a large sensitive volume. The main disadvan-

tage of silicon diodes is the limitation imposed by a significant energy dependence of the

response in photon beams. Results from measurements have shown that the traditional

solution for the energy dependent response, i.e., the shielded diodes, significantly over-

respond for field sizes smaller than 5 cm x 5 cm, primarily due to electrons scattered from

the shielding and due to a higher degree of LEE, as a result of the high density shielding.

The accuracy of the two shielded Scanditronix-Wellhöfer PFD silicon diodes (FP1990 and

FP2730), has been shown to vary depending on the spectral composition, i.e., depending

on the field size and the position of the diode, with an over-response as large as 2-3.5%.

The results presented in this work have also shown a difference in accuracy as large as

0.5-1% between the two types of shielded diodes, where the spectral composition dictates

which type of diode is more accurate.

An alternative approach, “Computer Aided Dosimetry” (Eklund 2010), was imple-

mented in this work to compensate for the energy dependence. A prototype software that

corrects for the energy dependent response of unshielded Scanditronix-Wellhöfer EFD3G

silicon diodes was developed and validated for small field sizes. The corrected response

has been shown to be in excellent agreement with measured relative depth doses, rel-

ative profiles, and output factors in water, for small square field sizes, for 6 MV and

15 MV clinical photon beams. The correction provided by the developed software has

been shown to have a consistent accuracy for different field sizes and positions, the max-

imum deviation being 0.4%. Compared with shielded diodes, the method implemented

in this work has been shown to be consistently more accurate. Another beneficial prop-

erty with correction of unshielded diodes compared with shielded diodes, is the reduced

directional dependence of unshielded diodes (Rikner and Grusell 1985).
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For the smallest field sizes in this work, the correction is erroneous due to the silicon

diode response model not being valid in regions of degraded LEE. A modification of the

response model that takes into account the degree of LEE has recently been proposed by

(Eklund 2010), that can extend the use of the software to include regions with degraded

LEE.

The developed software was also extended to include correction for the energy depen-

dent change in Spencer-Attix water/air stopping power ratio (sw,air), for relative measure-

ments made with ionization chambers. Correction for the change in sw,air is not normally

done in clinical dosimetry, however, as has been shown, the significant spectral difference

between the large reference field recommended in protocols (10 cm x 10 cm) and smaller

fields, introduces a difference in sw,air as large as 0.6% and 1.1% for a 6 MV and a 15 MV

beam, respectively. Calculated sw,air have been shown to be in excellent agreement with

published values to better than 0.1% for most energies, the maximum deviation being

0.3% for the highest energies.

The spectra calculations by the developed software have been shown to be accurate in

applications for correction of relative measurements in small square fields and centrally

in irregular fields. The spectra calculations do, however, not model photon beam com-

ponents that alter the spatial distribution of the incident photon energy fluence spectrum,

e.g., direct source obscuring, collimator leakage, geometric and transmission penumbra,

and headscatter. The effect of these components may be significant for certain positions

in small irregular fields, e.g., under a collimator leaf. By including the modeling of the

above mentioned effects, similar to those included in treatment planning systems (TPS),

the method demonstrated in this work would be of interest for use in connection with

measurements for verification of IMRT treatment plans.

In conclusion, the fast correction of silicon diodes and ionization chambers provided

by the developed software has been shown to be accurate enough for correction of pho-

ton beam measurements for small and large (has been shown by Vorbau (2010)) square

field sizes, e.g, measurements for commissioning of an external beam radiotherapy lin-

ear accelerator. “Computer Aided Dosimetry” implemented in radiotherapeutic clinical

practice can increase the dosimetric accuracy of silicon diodes.
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Appendix

A.1 Silicon diode correction software

A prototype software was developed in a combined project, partly this work, and partly

as a work by Vorbau (2010), for the computing environment MATLAB Version 7.8.0

(R2009a), to correct for the energy dependent silicon diode response. A screenshot of the

software main window is shown in figure 30 on page 67. The software is able to import

files containing information about the field specification exported from MOSAIQ v1.6

(Oncology management system by IMPAC Medical Systems) and files exported from the

OmniPro-Accept 6.4A (Scanditronix-Wellhöfer) software, containing information from

measurements acquired with the RFA 300 (Scanditronix) computerized water phantom.

The software is based on the novel concept of fluence pencil beam kernels to calculate

the spectrum (Eklund and Ahnesjö 2008), and a spectrum based silicon diode response

model proposed by Eklund and Ahnesjö (2009).

The developed software uses the algorithm illustrated as a diagram in figure 27 on

page 63. In this subsection each block of the diagram is described in detail.

A.1.1 Generation of incident photon energy fluence spectrum

Published Monte Carlo (MC) simulated incident photon energy fluence spectra (Mohan

et al. 1985), specified at the central axis (CAX), were converted to relative spectra, differ-

entiated in the direct photon beam in energy bins from 50 keV to 19950 keV in steps of

100 keV (∆ED). The published spectra beam qualities were specified according to their

nominal energy. This kind of specification may not accurately represent the actual beam

characteristics. Therefore, the beam quality was converted to TPR20,10 based on dose

calculations made with MC simulated monoenergetic energy deposition pencil beam ker-

nels, using the published spectra. The dose calculations were made based on the same

algorithm as the one used by the software.

This block generates an incident relative photon energy fluence spectrum, based on

any TPR20,10 value between 0.626 (≈ 4 MV) and 0.789 (≈ 20 MV). The spectrum is

linearly interpolated from five published spectra, shown in figure 22.
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Figure 22: Relative incident photon energy fluence spectra (Mohan et al. 1985) used by the software with

TPR20,10 as beam quality.

A.1.2 Polyenergetic fluence pencil beam kernels

The software is connected to a large database of MC simulated monoenergetic fluence

pencil beam kernels (Eklund and Ahnesjö 2008)

The simulations were done with monoenergetic photon pencil beams incident perpen-

dicular to the surface of a semi-infinite water slab, in discrete energies from 50 keV to

19950 keV (ED) in steps of 100 keV (∆ED). The simulated fluences were scored in ring

voxels with a radial ring thickness of 0.1 cm (∆r) and a depth thickness of 0.1 cm (∆d),

differentiated with respect to the energy of the scattered particles in energy bins from

10 keV to 20000 keV (ES) in steps of 10 keV (∆ES), the geometry is illustrated in figure

23.

The monoenergetic fluence pencil beam kernels in the database are related to respec-

tive simulated fluence according to the following equations:

φ
p
Es(ED,r,d) =

Φ
p
Es(r,d)

ED·n
[cm−2·keV−2] (27)

ψ
p
Es(ED,r,d) =

Ψ
p
Es(r,d)

ED·n
[cm−2·keV−1] (28)

ψs
Es(ED,r,d) =

Ψs
Es(r,d)

ED·n
[cm−2·keV−1] (29)

where Φ
p
ES

is the simulated primary electron particle fluence, Ψ
p
ES

is the simulated primary

photon energy fluence, Ψs
ES

is the simulated scattered photon energy fluence, r is the radial
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distance from the primary pencil beam, d is the depth in water, and n is the number of

simulated incident primary photons.

The algorithm takes advantage of the faster calculations provided by the use of polyen-

ergetic kernels. The polyenergetic kernels are precalculated and stored in the database

using the calculated incident relative photon energy fluence spectrum (ΨED) to weight the

monoenergetic kernels,

φ
[EA,Emax],p
Es (r,d) =

Emax

∑
ED=EA

ΨED φ
p
Es(ED,r,d) [cm−2·keV−2] (30)

ψ
[0,EA],p
Es (r,d) =

EA

∑
ED=0

ΨED ψ
p
Es(ED,r,d) [cm−2·keV−1] (31)

ψs
Es(r,d) =

Emax

∑
ED=0

ΨED ψs
Es(ED,r,d) [cm−2·keV−1] (32)

where φ
[EA,Emax],p
ES

(r,d) is the polyenergetic primary electron particle fluence kernel gen-

erated by primary photons of energies between [EA,Emax], ψ
[0,EA],p
ES

(r,d) is the polyener-

getic primary photon energy fluence kernel between [0,EA], ψs
ES
(r,d) is the polyenergetic

scattered photon energy fluence kernel, EA is the partitioning energy (definition in section

2.3.3), and Emax is the upper energy limit of ΨED .

The creation of the polyenergetic kernels for a specific TPR20,10 needs to be done

only once, it will then be stored in the database and can be accessed at any time, thereby

reducing the computation time.

∆d

∆r

Figure 23: The cylinder geometry of the pencil beams, where ∆r = 0.1 cm is the radial thickness and

∆d = 0.1 cm is the depth thickness of each ring voxel. Each voxel contains a fluence spectrum.
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A.1.3 Generation of field shapes

The developed software can generate circular fields (specified according to radius), or

import RTP (RadioTherapy Plan) files that contain the field specification information for

a treatment plan. The RTP files are exported from MOSAIQ v1.6 (Oncology management

system by IMPAC Medical Systems) in ASCII format. The developed software can only

import StepNShoot IMRT fields and static fields. For each field and/or segment these files

contain information about the position at isocenter of the jaws, the multileaf collimator

(MLC) settings and the collimator angle.

This block returns a boolean matrix, that describes the field shape according to the

position at isocenter of the jaws and the collimator leafs. Each element in this field matrix

represents a bixel.

A.1.4 Extracting measurement positions and readouts

ASCII files (.ASC) exported from OmniPro-Accept 6.4A (Scanditronix-Wellhöfer), con-

taining information from measurements acquired with the Scanditronix RFA 300 water

phantom, may be imported by the software. The files contain information about the three

dimensional measurement positions r = (x,y,d), and the respective readouts. Example

of an ASCII file containing measurement information is shown in figure 29a on page 66,

together with the corresponding ASCII file exported from the developed software, con-

taining the corrected measurement data 29b.

A.1.5 Field projection

The imported field shape, i.e., the generated field matrix (section A.1.3) is specified at a

source-to-reference distance (SRD) (isocenter), i.e., specified for a linear accelerator at

the source-to-axis distance (SAD) from the source. The size of the field will, however,

vary at different depths, due to beam divergence. This is taken into account by scaling the

bixel area,

Abixel(d)= Abixel,SRD ·
(

SSD+d
SRD

)2

(33)

where Abixel(d) is the bixel area at depth d, Abixel,SRD is the bixel area at the reference

distance, i.e., at isocenter, and SSD is the source-to-surface distance.
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By scaling each bixel according to equation (33), the entire field is projected from the

isocenter to the measurement depth, d.

A.1.6 Superimposing kernel ring structure

The polyenergetic fluence kernels with the dimensions described in section A.1.2 are

superimposed over the projected field, with the kernels centered at the measurement po-

sition. The horizontal cross section ring area, ARi , of each superimposed ring voxel, Ri,

is calculated by assigning each field matrix element area, i.e., bixel area Abixel, to a ring

voxel. Each bixel area is assigned according to the position of the bixels central point

(xp,yp), as illustrated in figure 24. Mathematically this can be described in terms of sets,

as

Abixel(xp,yp,d)∈ ARi if





ri−1≤ rbixel< ri

(xp,yp)∈ F(d)
(34)

where rbixel is the radial distance from the measurement position to the central point of

the bixel, ri−1 and ri is the radial distance from the measurement position to the lower

boundary (i− 1) and upper boundary (i), respectively, of ring voxel Ri, and F(d) is the

set that contains all points within the field contour. F(d) is illustrated in figure 24 as the

region corresponding to the open part of the field (colored in grey).

The ring area ARi is calculated by summing the area of all bixels assigned to ring voxel

Ri,

ARi ≈ ∑
Abixel∈ ARi

Abixel(xp,yp,d) [cm2] (35)

To make accurate calculations of the ring area, it is necessary that the constituent bixels

are made small enough to resolve fine details of the field shape and the ring contour. Since

the rings are smaller close to the measuring position, and since these rings represent a large

part of the total fluence due to the large contribution from the primary particles, these rings

are more sensitive to inaccurate area approximation. The algorithm uses two different

bixel sizes (specified at isocenter), a smaller size of 0.001 cm x 0.001 cm in a 2 cm x 2 cm

grid centered in the measurement position and a larger size of 0.01 cm x 0.01 cm outside

the small grid. This approach enables a high accuracy while maintaining a reasonable

computation time.
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FigureA.3: Illustrationofthekernelringstructuresuperimposedontheprojected�eld,centered

atthemeasurementpositionwithapixelgridconsistingoftwodi�erentpixelsizes.

Seetextforsymbolde�nitions.

Theringarea ARi
iscalculatedbysummingtheareaofallpixelsassignedtoring

voxel Ri

ARi
≈

∑

Apixel∈ARi

Apixel(xp, yp, d) [cm2] (A.9)

Tomakeaccuratecalculationsoftheringareaitisnecessarythattheconstituent

pixels( Apixel)aremadesmallenoughtodistinguishthe�nerdetailsofthering

contour.Theringsaresmallerclosetothemeasuringposition,thereforerequiring

asmallerpixelsize.Theseringsalsorepresentalargepartofthetotalrelative

�uenceduetothecontributionfromtheprimaryrelative�uence,thereforebeing

moresensitivetoinaccurateareaapproximation.

Thealgorithmusestwodi�erentpixelsizes,asmallersize(0.001cmatisocenter)in

a2cmx2cmgrid(atisocenter)centeredinthemeasurementpositionandalarger

size(0.01cmatisocenter)intherestofthe�eldmatrix.Thisapproachenablesa

highaccuracywhilemaintainingareasonablecomputingtime.

bixel

Figure 24: Illustration of the kernel ring structure superimposed over the projected field, centered at the

measurement position, showing a grid consisting of two different bixel sizes. See text for symbol definitions.

This block generates the horizontal cross section ring area within the projected field

of each fluence kernel ring voxel.

A.1.7 Fluence spectra calculations

The primary electron particle fluence spectrum (Φ
[EA,Emax],p
E ) generated by primary pho-

tons of energies between [EA,Emax], the primary photon energy fluence spectrum (Ψ
[0,EA],p
E )

between [0,EA], and the scatter photon energy fluence spectrum (Ψs
E), are calculated at

the measurement position by this block.

The fluence spectra are calculated from the polyenergetic kernels and the calculated

ring area ARi , implementing the reciprocity theorem (Ahnesjö and Aspradakis 1999) and

the inverse square law, as

Φ
[EA,Emax],p
E (r) =

Rmax

∑
r=R1

φ
[EA,Emax],p
Es (r,d)

(
SRD

SSD+d

)2 · Ar, [keV−2] (36)

Ψ
[0,EA],p
E (r) =

Rmax

∑
r=R1

ψ
[0,EA],p
Es (r,d)

(
SRD

SSD+d

)2 · Ar, [keV−1] (37)

and

Ψs
E(r) =

Rmax

∑
r=R1

ψs
Es (r,d)

(
SRD

SSD+d

)2 · Ar, [keV−1] (38)
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where the fluence spectra are differentiated in energy E, corresponding to the same dif-

ferentiation as that in energy ES for the scattered particles.

When irradiating a water phantom with a photon beam from a clinical linear acceler-

ator, the spectrum at a position in water depends on the incident photon energy fluence

spectrum. The incident spectrum has an angular distribution that varies due to the ef-

fects of direct source obscuring (Zhu et al. 2009), collimator leakage, flattening filter, and

other headscatter sources (Ahnesjö and Aspradakis 1999). The fluence calculation algo-

rithm does not take these effects into consideration, therefore assuming a constant incident

spectrum distribution over the field. This assumption was expected to have a reduced im-

pact on the final correction factor, due to the response factor being a silicon/water dose

ratio with correlated errors introduced in both the nominator and the denominator.

It was assumed that all ring voxels are located at the same depth d, thereby ignoring

the difference in depth at a distance from the central axis due to the beam divergence,

illustrated in figure 25. This approximation was assumed to have a negligible effect on

the result.

d d’

Figure 25: Illustration of the beam divergence,

where depth d < d′.

A.1.8 Response model

This block calculates correction factors using the calculated fluence spectra, based on the

silicon diode response model (section 2.3). The response model also requires the follow-

ing input parameters for both silicon and water: the mass energy absorption coefficients

(Hubbell and Seltzer 2004), the mass collision stopping powers (Berger et al. 2005a), and
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Figure 26: The fitted function according to equation (39) (solid line) and the value of K(E) approaching

small cavity conditions (dashed line) are shown. The fitted K(E) function equals unity for low photon

energies, as large cavity conditions are achieved. The water to silicon energy absorption coefficients are

from Hubbell and Seltzer (2004) and the restricted collision water/silicon stopping power ratios from Eklund

and Ahnesjö (2008).

the restricted mass collision stopping powers (Eklund and Ahnesjö 2008), the K(E) factor

(described in section 2.3.2) is also required as input.

Calculation of the K(E) factor, i.e., calculation of the primary silicon dose to silicon

collision kerma ratio was performed by Eklund and Ahnesjö (2009). The silicon dose was

MC simulated for an unshielded Scanditronix EFD silicon diode geometry, i.e., the cor-

rection factor is optimized for this specific silicon diode. The silicon dose was simulated

as the dose to a silicon disk in water deposited by monoenergetic primary photons and

the electrons released by them up to an incident photon energy of 13.45 MeV. The silicon

collision kerma was derived analytically by the use of the mass attenuation coefficient on

the monoenergetic primary photon energy fluence and the energy absorption coefficients.

A function was fitted to the calculated K(E) (Eklund and Ahnesjö 2009),

K(E)=a0+ea1·E +a2 ea3·E2 (39)

a0=−0.135, a1=−0.0104 [MeV−1], a2=0.135, a3=−0.0183 [MeV−2]

where E is the energy of the photons depositing dose in the silicon cavity. The fitted

function is shown in figure 26.
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The response factor (according to equation (13)) is implemented in the software as

RFcalc=

Emax

∑
E=∆

Φ
[EA,Emax],p
E

(
L∆(E)

ρ

)
Si

∆E+(T.E.)Si +

Emax

∑
E=0

K(E)
(

Ψ
[0,EA],p
E +Ψs

E

)(
µen(E)

ρ

)
Si

∆E

Emax

∑
E=∆

Φ
[EA,Emax],p
E

(
L∆(E)

ρ

)
w

∆E+(T.E.)w +

Emax

∑
E=0

(
Ψ

[0,EA],p
E +Ψs

E

)(
µen(E)

ρ

)
w

∆E

(40)

where T.E. is the track-end term with mass collision stopping power for the respective

material:

T.E.= Φ
[EA,Emax],p
∆

(
Scol(∆)

ρ

)
∆ , (41)

where ∆ = 189 keV is the cut-off energy and EA = 5050 keV, as proposed by Eklund and

Ahnesjö (2009).

This block generates a correction factor, defined as

CFcalc=
1

RFcalc
. (42)

A.1.9 Corrected measurement readout

The correction factor CFcalc(A,r), is normalized to the same specified reference condition

as the measured silicon diode readout, of reference field Aref, and reference depth at the

central axis rref, as

CFcalc
norm(A,r)=

CFcalc(A,r)

CFcalc(Aref,rref)
(43)

where A is the generated field (section A.1.3).

The readout is then corrected as

Ddiode
norm,corr(A,r)=Ddiode

norm (A,r) ·CFcalc
norm(A,r) (44)

where Ddiode
norm,corr(A,r) is the corrected normalized silicon diode readout and Ddiode

norm (A,r)

is the extracted measured normalized readout (section A.1.4).
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Figure 27: Diagram illustrating the silicon diode energy dependence correction factor algorithm.
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B.1 Spencer-Attix water/air stopping power ratio calculation

The diode correction software was extended to include a correction factor for change

in Spencer-Attix water/air stopping power ratio, for measurements made with ionization

chambers. The stopping power correction factor algorithm (figure 28) is a slight mod-

ification of the silicon diode energy dependence correction factor algorithm (figure 27).

Therefore, only the differences between these two algorithms will be discussed, for de-

tailed information about each block in figure 28, refer to Appendix A.1.

The Spencer-Attix stopping power water/air ratio calculation is implemented accord-

ing to Spencer-Attix cavity theory (defined in section 2.2.1), as

sw,air=

Emax

∑
∆

ΦE

(
L∆(E)

ρ

)
w

∆E +
[
Φ∆

(
Scol(∆)

ρ

)
∆

]
w

Emax

∑
∆

ΦE

(
L∆(E)

ρ

)
air

∆E +
[
Φ∆

(
Scol(∆)

ρ

)
∆

]
air

(45)

where ∆ = 10 keV is the cut-off energy and ΦE is the total electron particle fluence spec-

trum, defined according to the notations and definitions detailed in section A.1.7, as

ΦE(r)= Φ
p
E(r)+Φs

E(r) [keV−2]. (46)

The readout is then corrected as

DIC
norm,corr(A,r)=DIC

norm(A,r)·
sw,air(A,r)

sw,air(Aref,rref)
(47)

where DIC
norm,corr(A,r) is the corrected normalized ionization chamber readout, DIC

norm(A,r)

is the measured normalized readout, Aref is the specified reference field, and rref is the

specified reference depth at the central axis.
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Figure 28: Diagram illustrating the Spencer-Attix water/air stopping power ratio correction factor algorithm.
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(a) (b)

file:///C|/Users/Artur/Desktop/fghg.txt[2010-08-16 03:38:53]

:MSR    1        # No. of measurement in file
:SYS BDS 0 # Beam Data Scanner System
#
# RFA300 ASCII Measurement Dump ( BDS format )
#
# Measurement number    1
#
%VNR 1.0
%MOD    
%TYP    SCN 
%SCN    DPT 
%FLD    SEM 
%DAT    10-10-2010 
%TIM    10:10:10 
%FSZ    20      20
%BMT    PHO         6.0
%SSD    900
%BUP    0
%BRD    1000

%ASC    0

%GPO    0
%CPO    0

%STS        0.0     0.0   300.0 # Start Scan values in mm ( X , Y , Z )
%EDS        0.0     0.0     1.0 # End Scan values in mm ( X , Y , Z )
! 
! 
#
#         X      Y      Z     Dose
#
=           0.0     0.0   300.0    51.5
=           0.0     0.0   297.0    52.1
=           0.0     0.0   294.0    53.0
=           0.0     0.0   291.0    53.9
=           0.0     0.0   288.0    54.8
=           0.0     0.0   285.0    55.9
=           0.0     0.0   282.0    56.8
=           0.0     0.0   279.0    57.6
=           0.0     0.0   276.0    58.7
0.0000  -0.0000 24.0000 72.3000 1.0172  73.5448
0.0000  -0.0000 23.7000 73.6000 1.0172  74.8657
0.0000  -0.0000 23.4000 74.9000 1.0172  76.1873
0.0000  -0.0000 23.1000 76.2000 1.0172  77.5083
0.0000  -0.0000 22.8000 77.6000 1.0171  78.9307
0.0000  -0.0000 22.5000 78.7000 1.0171  80.0486
0.0000  -0.0000 22.2000 80.2000 1.0171  81.5725
0.0000  -0.0000 21.9000 81.7000 1.0171  83.0963
0.0000  -0.0000 21.6000 83.2000 1.0171  84.6213
0.0000  -0.0000 21.3000 84.6000 1.0171  86.0440

%PRD    0
%MEA    1

%WEG    0

%FSH    -1

%PTS    9

file:///C|/Users/Artur/Desktop/fgh.txt[2010-08-16 03:34:07]

Export from DiodeCorrection 
 
 Date: 10-Aug-2010
 Time: 10:10
 ID: 200910190001
 First Name: Test
 Surname: Diod
 
 SSD: 90 cm 

 Plan File: Kvadratiska.RTP
 Measurement File: 6MV2x2DD.asc
 Detector: Silicon Diode
 Field: 8

 Type: Static
 Collimator Angle: 90 degrees 

 TPR_2010: 0.681
 
 
 X [cm]   Y [cm]   Depth [cm]   Readout   Correction factor (norm)   Corrected Readout                                  
                                        
0.0000   0.0000   30.0000   51.5000   1.0176   52.4076
0.0000   0.0000   29.7000   52.1000   1.0176   53.0168
0.0000   0.0000   29.4000   53.0000   1.0176   53.9315
0.0000   0.0000   29.1000   53.9000   1.0176   54.8461
0.0000   0.0000   28.8000   54.8000   1.0175   55.7605
0.0000   0.0000   28.5000   55.9000   1.0175   56.8788
0.0000   0.0000   28.2000   56.8000   1.0175   57.7931
0.0000   0.0000   27.9000   57.6000   1.0175   58.6058
0.0000   0.0000   27.6000   58.7000   1.0174   59.7243
0.0000   0.0000   27.3000   59.7000   1.0174   60.7409
0.0000   0.0000   27.0000   60.5000   1.0174   61.5532
0.0000   0.0000   26.7000   61.8000   1.0174   62.8749
0.0000   0.0000   26.4000   63.1000   1.0174   64.1959
0.0000  -0.0000 26.1000 64.1000 1.0174  65.2122
0.0000  -0.0000 25.8000 65.1000 1.0173  66.2283
0.0000  -0.0000 25.5000 66.4000 1.0173  67.5495
0.0000  -0.0000 25.2000 67.5000 1.0173  68.6674
0.0000  -0.0000 24.9000 68.7000 1.0173  69.8871
0.0000  -0.0000 24.6000 69.9000 1.0173  71.1064
0.0000  -0.0000 24.3000 71.0000 1.0172  72.2242
0.0000  -0.0000 24.0000 72.3000 1.0172  73.5448
0.0000  -0.0000 23.7000 73.6000 1.0172  74.8657
0.0000  -0.0000 23.4000 74.9000 1.0172  76.1873
0.0000  -0.0000 23.1000 76.2000 1.0172  77.5083
0.0000  -0.0000 22.8000 77.6000 1.0171  78.9307
0.0000  -0.0000 22.5000 78.7000 1.0171  80.0486
0.0000  -0.0000 22.2000 80.2000 1.0171  81.5725
0.0000  -0.0000 21.9000 81.7000 1.0171  83.0963
0.0000  -0.0000 21.6000 83.2000 1.0171  84.6213
0.0000  -0.0000 21.3000 84.6000 1.0171  86.0440

 Energy: 6 MV 

 SAD: 100 cm 

 Segment: 1

Figure 29: Example of an ASCII file exported from OmniPro-Accept 6.4A (Scanditronix-Wellhöfer), containing information from measurements acquired with the

Scanditronix RFA 300 water phantom (a), and the corresponding ASCII file exported from the developed software, containing the corrected measurement data (b).
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Figure 30: A screenshot of the developed silicon diode correction software main window.
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